CONCLUSION
One may indeed discern between " Blacks " and " Reds "
what two critics of M. Seippell have called " the Third France"
—" a less noisy France, but much bigger than the other two,
which has changed very little throughout the centuries, which
is very patriotic and not fond of party divisions ; which wants
order, efficient administration with the least possible amount
of government fussing and will therefore support any govern-
ment that is not oppressive or meddlesome, of which the
hallmark is the practical commonsense shown in the Cahiers
of 1789, neither Monarchical nor Republican, respecting all
religions but fanatical for none. That Third France is France
herself."2 But, says M. Seippel,3 and later events have proved
him to be right, " although that third neutral France may exist
indeed in the background and occasionally exert a moderating
influence, when a real internal crisis arises the division between
Frenchmen does really cut across the whole nation, which
tends to prove that the division does exist, at least in a latent state,
down to the deepest strata, to the apparently most undisturbed
and neutral sections of society,"
We have indicated in our Introduction what we believe to
be the root-cause of this dualism: the policy of rigid religious
unity typified in the revocation of the Edict of Nantes, the
identification of all religion with Catholic orthodoxy of the
strictest kind, and of the Church with political despotism; so
presence de deux traditions: la tradition catholique qui est ancienne, et la
tradition la'ique plus r^cente, mais a laquelle la France n'entend pas renoncer "
(Guy-Grand, in Bur la Paix religieuse> pp. 5, 33, one of the clearest statements
of the present condition of the problem). M.Guy-Grand goes on to quote the
resolutions voted at the General Assembly of the French Episcopate in March
1922, when they demanded that, France being a country that was Catholic
to an enormous extent (en immense partie), duty towards God should be taught
in State schools, as long as circumstances did not allow of denominational
State schools, that State grants should be given to denominational schools and
that the divorce laws should be abrogated. After which they proclaimed
their desire " to maintain the union of national forces."
1	M.Giraud in La Troisicme France, and M. Faguet in his introduction to
Riou's Aux £coutes de la France qui vient* In fact, the "Third France " or
" real France " is really just their own conception of France.
2	Faguet, op. «"/., p. 31.
3	In La Critiques de$ deux Trances.
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